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By Way of a Friendly Introduction

Freedom, Freedom!

With her telluric voice, echoing ancestral voices, Mercedes Sosa makes a 
dearly human invitation to us all:

“Brother, give me your hand,
Let’s together look for
A tiny thing 
Called freedom”.
Our 2014 Agenda accepts the invitation making freedom the subject and 

the challenge.
Mercedes, with revolutionary tenderness, qualifies freedom as a tiny 

thing. What smallness! Small and grand, like the mystery of the freedom of 
each person and of each people and of all human history. Tenderly small 
like a foetus, frightfully grand like hate.

Oh freedom, freedom! On your behalf the most wonderful heroisms have 
taken place as well as the worst wickedness. You are a flag of life and a flag 
of death.

We deal with the topic of freedom in all its dimensions in the Agenda, 
trying to get to know and live an integral freedom, which has many 
sources, which is a gift and a conquest. It is present in the anthems of all 
nations and in all anthologies. It is essential in all religions. Religion, ulti-
mately, is a dialogue between two absolute freedoms: God and the human 
being. Concretely in Christian faith, we proclaim that Christ has liberated 
us so that we are truly free. He ascertained: “truth will make you free”. To 
be free, to become free, and to accept freedom as a spiritual process and a 
political experience is to increasingly be humanising our humanity. Know-
ing with a self-critical and critical spirit  how many enemies our freedom 
has; from freedom to debauchery sometimes there is just a game of justifi-
cations and that “tiny thing” dies, like a bird without wings, in our heart, 
in our family, in our job, in our citizenship, in our personal life and in our 
Society.  And soon we discover ourselves slaves, slaves of fear, of selfish-
ness, of money, of consumerism, of ambition, of power… Tr
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We talk of freedom and talk of liberation. Liberation cannot be overlooked by 
spiritualisms or disembodied personalisms. Freedom is politic; in our Agenda it 
is politic with the clear option which Zapatistas claim: “always from below and 
to the left”.

True freedom is communal, an exercise of relationships that give and take. I 
am free if you are free. “There is no freedom without equality”. Neither there is 
freedom without dignity, a dignity so many times butchered by ideologies and 
systems, a victim of individual and collective selfishness, but also victorious 
with exemplary resistances that open paths among bars, marginalisation, tor-
tures and censorship. The list of martyrs for freedom is infinite.

The World and Latin American Agenda was born on the occasion of the com-
memorations of the wrongly called Discovery of America, to stimulate alternative 
conscience and action.  And that conscience and action would be translated 
into a service to the Great Causes of Our America, of the Third World. And in 
each Agenda we continue to underline the historic and critical moment of those 
Great Causes. The signed texts are the responsibility of the authors, but all the 
Agenda welcomes conflictive subjects, highly topical, with a broad ecumenical 
and macro-ecumenical spirit. Within a dialogue, dialoguing, we become human. 
Browsing the 22 issues of our Agenda it is comforting to see how this dialogue 
has become effective and up to date; how popular militants, students and pro-
fessors, politicians, pastoral agents, community leaders have entered the arena.

Mercedes’s song asks us: “let’s together go to look for” freedom and libera-
tion. Let us enliven the conscience that we bring and take “a people in our 
voice”. We should not let this “little thing” be grabbed from us which guarantees 
our dignity. “It is our land waiting with no distances or borders”. Against all 
tyrants, despite all empires, becoming indignant every day and translating in 
actions and unstoppable processes our indignation.

Definitely:
With no fear of Freedom, which is the most dehumanising of fears.
With no fear of Freedom, which is the same as saying with no fear of Life.


